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Stan Cherelstein, the founder and CEO of Javita, says that Javita has been
in business since 2011 and is headquartered in Boca Raton, Florida. Their
mission is, “To change peoples’ lives one cup a time.”

(Newswire.net -- May 28, 2013) Atlanta, GA -- Javita coffee company has
announced benefits packages available to its members. Qualifying Javita MLM
Marketing Company members can benefit from trips, cash, car lease payments
and iPads.
Javita is a network marketing company based upon the selling of coffee for both
consumption and for health benefits.

Javita’s website says:
“This isn't your average cup o' joe! This is coffee...evolved! An innovative and unique formulation that harnesses the
power that coffee already offers—the health benefits, antioxidants, pick-me-up, and of course the flavor—and we
have given it an extra "edge."
We've evolved coffee by infusing phytonutrients into a proprietary blend of estate-grown coffee, providing every
delicious sip with the added benefits of health and vitality. That's Javita's unique plan to distinguish its coffee from
other brand—to not only give you the benefits of coffee, but also the benefits of the natural herbs.”

The MLM Marketing Company, Javita, espouses several benefits of coffee that make coffee one of most sought-
after commodities on earth:
•    The only more consumed drink is water
•    Over $120 billion of coffee is sold every year
•    $100 billion are spent on weight loss yearly
•    Coffee drinkers all say they will remain coffee drinkers forever
•    An average of 3 cups each day are consumed by 56% of North Americans each day – that is 500           millions
cups
•    Coffee drinkers never forget to drink their daily cups in the mornings, unlike those taking vitamins or weight loss
products

To find out how important coffee is to North Americans, go to https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coffee

The MLM marketing company, Javita, is unique in that it is both consumer based and health based. Javita says that
marketers have the benefit of building a huge downline to earn from. Consumers of their product also will benefit from
the healthy ingredients.

Javita’s website has the information that network marketers need to become a part of this opportunity.
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